Zebra Intelligent Cabinets
Maximize operational efficiencies, improve workflows and enhance asset security

The storage and accessibility of enterprise mobile devices have an often unrecognized impact on operational efficiencies. If your mobile device storage solution lacks adequate space, security features or a purposeful design, your operations risk increased damages and losses of assets, obstructions to workflows and challenges to overall profits. Enable optimum business continuity and efficiencies by streamlining how your enterprise mobile devices are stored, accessed, tracked and managed. Harness the most efficient use of devices and workers with Zebra Intelligent Cabinets.

Why should you buy Zebra Intelligent Cabinets?

Top 5 Customer Benefits

1. Gain efficiencies and save costs.
   Zebra Intelligent Cabinets provides rapid access to mobile devices with secured device storage and distribution, and easy identification of device issues. With its modular scalable range to suit different operational environments, your operations can save costs, improve productivity and gain in operational efficiencies.

2. Optimize staff workflows.
   Zebra Intelligent Cabinets helps optimize your staff workflows by leveraging the Zebra Access Management System™ tracking and enhanced security options. Zebra solutions allow you to automate device-related workflows using smart technology, reducing the potential for user errors and minimizing worker hours spent on device management. The results help streamline staff workflows while freeing up your workforce to spend more time on the success of your operations.

3. Maximize device performance and management.
   Zebra Intelligent Cabinets consolidates your mobile devices and connects them for battery charging, software updates and health checks to maximize the performance and management of your Zebra devices. With easier, more effective device management, every device can be ready for optimal use during every shift without ever interrupting operations.

4. Reduce device losses and damages.
   Providing device traceability and secured, authorized-only storage, Zebra Intelligent Cabinets can help prevent mobile device loss and damage reduction/prevention. Authorized and controlled issuing of devices creates worker accountability for each mobile device and thereby reduces device abuse and loss, ultimately leading to greater productivity and cost savings from minimized repairs and replacements.

5. Extend the performance of mobile devices.
   Zebra Signature Services provide program management, deployment and learning services to ensure best use of your solution. In addition to Zebra partners’ services, VisibilityIQ™ and Zebra OneCare® are available to gain holistic deeper asset insights to optimize devices and operational performance. VisibilityIQ offers a single pane of glass to monitor Zebra devices behavior, and Zebra OneCare offers ongoing technical support, assuring you Zebra’s expertise.

Applications
- Warehouse
  - Storage and stocking area
  - Reverse logistics
  - Picking and packing
  - Inventory management
- Retail
  - E-commerce
  - Distribution centers
  - Back of store
- Transportation & Logistics
  - Postal and courier
  - Device fleet management

ROI
- Device loss prevention: security
- Damage reduction: user accountability
- Workforce efficiency: rapid secure access
- Increased productivity: ready for use

Product Information
- Fact sheet
- Website
## Standardized Modular Portfolio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Racks</th>
<th>Cabinets</th>
<th>Cradle Lock</th>
<th>Carts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Consolidated access  
  • Multiple device configurations | • Enhanced security options  
  • Zebra Access Management System™  
  • Reduction in device losses and damages  
  • Dashboard reporting  
  • Battery charge status  
  • Optimized workflows with quick access to devices | • Mechanical locking for security, accountability  
  • Zebra Access Management System™  
  • Reduction in device losses and damages  
  • Battery charge status  
  • Compatible with Zebra Intelligent Racks and Cabinets | • Customer specific use cases and projects  
  • Tailored solutions based on customers’ unique environments  
  • Accelerates workflow automation and efficiencies  
  • Primary use cases in Warehouse/Distribution  
  • Proven track record of design, deployment, integration, adoption and lifecycle management for over 15 years |
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